How To Use This Page
Individual tables and plots may be viewed by selecting the appropriate tab at the top of the page.
After one of these tabs has been selected, a toolbar will appear under the tabs, allowing you to
choose a date range or time step size as appropriate, download the source data used to create the
table or plot, or refresh the data in the table or plot. If no date range is selected, the plot or table
will show the default date window (typically all data). If no time step size is selected, the plot or
table will automatically select an appropriate time step size based on the date range shown.
Tables
If a table has been selected, all options appropriate to the table will appear in the toolbar at the
top. There are no interactive options on the table itself.
Plots
If a plot has been selected, some of the options that might normally appear in the toolbar can
instead be accessed by interacting with the plot itself. (Not all interactions are available for every
plot type.) Clicking and dragging inside the plot area will allow you to zoom in on the plot.
Simply highlight the time range you would like to view and the plot will automatically update
with the appropriate data. You may also select one of the zoom levels in the upper left area, or
interact with the navigator that appears below the plot. All plots provide a tooltip, when hovering
your mouse over a data point, which shows the value(s) of the data under the mouse cursor. An
image or PDF of each plot may be downloaded using the menu in the upper right corner of the
plot.
Data
The tab named “Data” provides an interface for downloading a file containing all source data
used on the website. (This differs from the plots and tables, which download only the data used
to create the plot or table shown.) Select the desired date range and time step size, and then click
the “CSV” button to download a Comma-Separated Value (CSV) file which may be opened in
programs such as Excel.

